ABCs Books

This is a list of some of the resources related to alphabet books. You will find all of these resources in the Education Library. If you click on a title in this list, you will get the full information about where to find the resource. Check out the Education Library’s Twitter, Blog and Facebook pages - you will find a wealth of information about the Education Library’s services and resources.

3-D ABC : a sculptural alphabet  PE1155.R33 2007

A is for Algonquin : an Ontario alphabet  F1057.4.G67 2005

ABC : letters in the library   PE1155.F37 2004

ABCs of the environment   TD170.15.K34 2009


Aboriginal alphabet for children  PE1155.B34 2001

Alphabet on the farm  PE1155.H37 2014

Big city alphabet  PE1155.M62 2009

Eerie dearies : 26 ways to miss school  PE1155.C43 2014

M is for melody : a music alphabet  ML3928.W374 2005

Ox, house, stick : the history of our alphabet  PE1155.R615 2007

Pioneer alphabet  PE1155.D68 2009

S is for scientists : a discovery alphabet  Q147.V475 2010

V is for vegan : the ABCs of being kind  TX392.R743 2013

Where are you Bear? : a Canadian alphabet adventure  F1008.2.W57 2010
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